






















































































































































































Configuration Port	Wing Starboard	Wing Data
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NACA0015-0015mod	Wing	Bubble	Length	Comparison	
Mach	0.26,	RE	=	2.4M,	Roe,	SA-RC,	Scaled	6%		
Experiment	0015	w/Horn	
Experiment	0015mod	w/Horn	
CFD	Air	0015	w/Horn	
CFD	Air	0015mod	w/Horn	
CFD	WT	0015	No	Horn	
CFD	WT	0015mod	w/Horn	
Configuration	2:	NACA0015—NACA0015mod
Bubble	Width	
Comparison
Bubble	Length	Comparison
Increment	between	
0015	vs	0015mod	
wing	consistent
0015	goes	to	Zero	
at	some	AOACFD	Bubble	Length	
slightly	larger	than	Exp.	
at	lower	alpha,	under	
predicts	at	high	alpha
CFD	bubble	width	
less	than	Exp.
Configuration	3:	F6S12—COCA,	𝜶=5.0º
Port	Wing:	F6S12	w/horn
Experiment CFD	Free	Air
Starboard	Wing:	COCA	w/horn
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Wing	Evaluations
• Trends	between	CFD	and	Experiment	are	very	good	
• F6	showed	medium	to	large	side	of	body	separations	
• NACA	0015	showed	none	to	small	separation	
• NACA	0015mod	showed	small	to	medium	separation	
• COCA	wing	and	F6S12	ruled	out	
• LE-horn	indicates	smaller	LE	horseshoe	vortex
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Conclusions	and	Upcoming	
• Performed	wing	design	evaluations	with	CFD	
• Performed	companion	CFD	risk	assessments	with	the	risk	reduction	
experiments	
• CFD	design	and	analysis,	combined	with	experimental	risk	assessment	
experiments,	results	in	high	confidence	in	selecting	the	final	models	
• Committee	used	all	the	data	to	select	the	final	configurations:	
• F6	(primary)	
• 0015	(secondary)	
• Fuselage	Model	&	Wing	models	delivered	May	2017	
• Tunnel	entry	1:	November	2017	
• Tunnel	entry	2:	March	2018
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